
Big data is set to offer tremendous insight. But with terabytes and petabytes of data pouring into organizations 

today, traditional architectures and infrastructures are not up to the challenge. This begs the question: How 

do you present big data in a way that can be quickly understood and used? These data present tremendous 

opportunities in data mining, a burgeoning field in computer science that focuses on the development of 

methods that can extract knowledge from data. In many real world problems, data mining algorithms have 

access to massive amounts of data. Mining all the available data is prohibitive due to computational (time 

and memory) constraints. Much of the current research is concerned with scaling up data mining algorithms 

(i.e. improving on existing data mining algorithms for larger datasets). An alternative approach is to scale 

down the data. Thus, determining a smallest sufficient training set size that obtains the same accuracy as the 

entire available dataset remains an important research question. Our research focuses on selecting how many 

(sampling) instances to present to the data mining algorithm and also how to improve the quality of the data.
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